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1. «~ntroduction 
The LSA ~\t1tomat.ed ,7l.rray Assembly Task has as its goal 
thf.~ manufacture of photovol taic modu'les<' at a capacity of 
ipOO MIV" per year at a cost of $0.50 per peak watt. Divided 
between ten solar cell manufacturers, each installat'ion should 
produce 50 MW per year. This implies that automated ma~hinery 
would continuously produce 120 solar cells per minute. The 
purpose of this report is to detail the processes and tech .... 
niques which we believe to have great promise of accomplish-
ing this task. 
The initial stages of the program were involved in E3tudy-
ing the possibility of automated assembly. Phase 1 reviewed 
a large cross section of processes, conceptual designs, and 
innovative technologies in preparation for 1986. Through 
this documentation, a large amount of comprehensive data has 
been collected. It is these reports upon which the next phase 
of the program is ba,_sed~o 
The purpose of Phase 2 is t(') propose an automated sequence, 
verify it and present future cost projections. Utilizing the 
large amoun~ of information available from Phase 1 and drawing 
from its own experience Solarex has proposed a process sequence 
which we believe has great potential of achieving the LSA goals. 
This report will describe the processes, de,tail the verifica-
tion tests performed, and estimat~ the cost of such an autorna'ted 
array assembly. 
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In order to stay ~.,ithin the boundaries ot the progran, 
a variety of ~.nnovative technologies ,,,ere developed. Tech-
II 
niquesi=>uch as non-vacuumapplic:ation of aluminum backs, 
negative 9Cre~l1. p:r.in~ing, and the interconnection s~heme are 
examples of such innovation~. By spraying the positivI;! 
. 
contact,. of the wafer, the use of large and ,sophisticated 
machinery has been eliminated. Screen nrintina.is a well known . ~ , ' 
technique for.applying fr~nt ,metal cOlltacts to solar cells'. 
. " 
':!;'he application of .~ negative:i,.mage on the, cell, however, 
represents a large cost savings over the more conv~rrl;;.iQn(ll 
ffit?thod. Like~.,ise I the interconnectibn,. scheme of arc-spraying 
tabs directly on glass and reflowing the cells onto it, is an 
efficient ''lay of replacing the human operation of tabbing- In 
general; the entire operation has been designed to operate at 
room atmosphere on a continuous flow basis avoiding batch pro-
cessing \.,herever possible. 
The results of the program demonstrate that the feasibi-
lity of an autoroa,ted pl=(~duction facility is very high. The 
processes, as described in this report, have yielded 9.5% 
efficient solar cells. In an automated environment it is 
expected that the process can be optimized to produce even 
higher efficiencies at a rate of about 2 pan~ls per minute. 
In addition, the overall cost estimates of the process (49.75¢/ 
~7afer) represents a tremendous savings over current module 
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prod~cti.on prices. Therefore, it is ;bU:tr: conc'lusion that 
automatic fabrication of efficient 1.ow cost photovo1taic 
/' 
modules can be .effecteq.~ft;C 1982, ratheJ,:" than 1986 as pre':" 
vlot'lsly predicted. 
• v :, "'.".~~_ 
Th~;~'~e~;p~tiidifiYli ty of making thes~ 10\'1 
'. // 
cost.s modules available' rest's both on the government and 
private industry. 
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~rfac~ Preparation 
The surfage of the' fresh cut wafers contains damage 
t.he sawing operation, which hasca detrim~tal effect 
the future electronic performance of the c~~~~ 
''------------; 
,. 
. II 
to remove this work damage and,J(repare the wafe;r- friJr 
efficient solar cell 6peration, the wafers: are chemically 
etched in sodium hydroxide solution. In order to,~apture 
.' ~ ( .. ' 
( \~ \:, 
,.'.' ' 
a large percentage of the incident insolation the wafers 
are textured to form a pyramid surface. This is accomplish-
ed bya chernicaletch with a potassium hydroxide solution., 
u 
Both of these etching processes are well known at SOlarex ' 
and requi:r:e little or no verification wQ:I;:k~ In addition~ 
chem~cal etching is cost effective and readily automat able 
with existing product handling' machinery such as moving belts 
and baskets. 
The proposed scheme of surface preparat~ton pegins with 
a NaOH etch to correct t.he sawing damage. The etch rate of 
silicon is shown for "irarying tempt?ratures in Figure 2.1 at 
25% concentration of NaOH. It can be seen that as the temp-
erature of the bath is increased the etch rate (pm/min) in-
creases almost exponentially. Most of the surface can be 
etched quickly in a hot etch. Agitation in the bath is 
assured by the etch reaction itself which results in sub-
stantial effervesence. The critical parameters of the etch-
ing process in hot NaOH are'the temPerature of the bath, the 
concentration of the solution, and the orientation of the 
silicon crystal~ 
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The 1-0-'0 ',orientation is the one which is most commonly used 
for normal production because the degree of textuJ:ing can 
be. varied. The surface of the wafer can pe varied from a 
smooth surface to a highly textured surface. ,A te'xtured 
surtaqe has increased light absorptivity which augments the 
overall efficiency. 
Solarex has elected to subject the wafers to a second 
etch bath consisting of KOH to produce a pyramid surface. 
The effect of a textured surface on the optical reflection is 
shm'ln in Figure 2.2. The graph compares four uncoateq, surface 
conditions ,.,hiah range from a smooth poli.shed surface to a 
pyramid surface created by KOH. A 100% reflection curve is 
drawn as a reference as well as an evaporated Ta20s 
anti-
reflective (AR) coating curve for comparison. The graph shmV's 
, 
that the pyramided, KOa, 2% sample has a very 'low reflection 
coefficient. The etch variables that produced these ",afers I 
and three others, are p:r:esented in Table 2.1. This tabJ..e 
clearly demonstrates the high absorption properties of the 
KOH etching process. 
The economic evaluation of the etch process for both 
sides of the wafer is based on a throughput rate of 120 wafers 
per minute and a process duration of 15 minutes. It is esti-
mated that the overall cost of surface preparation will be 
l.48¢ per wafer, including materials, equipment, overhead and 
labor. 
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Surface Crys'cal Su"rface Texture 'Etch Temperature And Surface 
, 
brieh~1at~on Before ~tch " Soluti()n And Time Texture ~ 
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85°C, 50 min. 1-0-0 Mirror Polish ' Na'OH 2%, 0.76 
t: 
J , 
, . 
, 
li--. 
, 
, 
2-Propanc~1 35% Textti.:·:·~d 
i~' 
t- 1--0-0 Fine Grit NaOH 2%, 85°C, 50 min. 0.72 
Smooth Finish 2-Propanol 35% Textured 
"-
t: 
1-0,-0 As Cut NaOH 2%, 85°C, 50 min. 0.73 
\ 
2-Propanol 35% Textured 
1--0-0 Fine Grit KOH 2% 75°C, 15 ruin. 0.77 
Smooth Finish Pyramided 
, '! NaOH 25% lOSOe, 10 min. \ 1-0-0 Fine Grit 0.56 .: 
I.: Smooth' Finish Pillowed 
-
85°C t 20 mitf'. 1-0-0 As Cnl:. if KOH 2% Q.81 
Pyramided r 
\< 
r 
t 
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*Alpha is the avcrLlge surface absorption wei~rhted over the AM2 spectrum. 
.... ~ 
V Show.n in Fig. 2.2 
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Based on th~ large amount of experience obtained at 
Solarex, surface preparation can be considered a fully developed 
and readily automatable process sequence. Surface texturing ,1,li'~ 
a good method of reducing the cell reflectivity, and has the 
advantage that elaborate and exp&nsive vacuum processes for 
AR coating can be avoided. 
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3. Junction Formatioll 
The process of junction formati6n converts the silicon 
wafer into" a 'solar ce~il. Dopant material' is applied and 
, " ,f" 
diffused into the silicon creating'the P-N junction. of,) the 
cell/ 'l'he nega ti;e ~ ide ~r f ac~ of the wa.f.eris--d6peQ with 
:.") 
SX-IOI and diffused..·The back is formed by alloyd.ng metal 
to. the opposite side of tl).e cell. Junction formation re-
.1 \,. 
quires careful control of time, temperature and dopant con-
centx:ations to pro(:\-uce high. efficiency solar cell~.. An 
'. 
extensive amount ()f experimental work haS been carri$p .. out, '. 
in order to determine these parame.t:ers for a low cost, high 
tJ:ll:ouc;rhput.,autotnated p;'/::'oduction line. We are now confident 
that this junction formation technique is well suited to art 
automated environment, which yields cells with good electrical 
characteristics. 
The process consists, firstly, of applying the dopant 
SX-lOl (phosphoric. acid and ethyl alcohol) on the wafer and. 
spi.nning it. at 10,000 rpm to regulate the doparlt quantity. 
Then the ,-;afers are passed through a low temperature furnace 
(ISOOC) for drying and preheating. This is followed by ex-
posure to a high temperature furnace (950°C) for 6 minutes . 
to complete the diffusion process. During this prOcess, 
oxides form on the surfa'ce which are removed with a buffered 
- ;. 
:tIF solution. A back contact is forilled by alloying aluminum 
into the .bulk silicon. The'hack side of the wafer is sprayed 
with aluminum powder suspended in an organic fluid. The 
process is completed by alloying the wafers at 650°C for 
6 minutes. 
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'~he determir.a€.1.on qf the !:'i va parameter system includ.-
'. 
'\:~" 
ing,dopan'c type) dopant quantity, spin speed, di:Efusion temp-
erature, and ''Tafer \~surface tex~ure, was accomplished by a 
large amount of experimentat~.on. ~he'" choices were narr9''led 
to thr.ee dopants, EmuJ"sitpne "5 N-250, Allied Chemical's 
PX-10, and Solar~,x IS SX-10l. ~he SX-10l dopant was chosen 
not only because of the favorable results obtained, but main-
" ly due to the significant cost savings achieved in comparison 
to the other commercial produc'l;s. Solarexos SX-10lcpst.s 
" 
about 2¢ per wafer which yields a cost of less thanS~1 per 
\'lafer for the overall j\lnction fo:t:mationi process. During 
the experiments meintioned above, ·the diffusion time was heL .. 
constant at 9 minutes, which is longer than our present dif-
fusion time. ~herefore, any interpretations made from these 
\ 
results should take this into account. 
Dopant quantity has also been a topic of experimentation 
for t':'10 spin .. spee(ls ~{OOO and 10,000 rpm. ~able 3.1 indicates 
the maximum amount of dopant ma:t::.erial required to compl.etely 
cover the wafer. The results indicate :~hat textured wafers 
seem to require slightly more dopant material than t,he pil-
10\V'ed one, (0. 7 co as compared to 0.4 or 0.6 co), for bo'th 
spin speeds. The ''lafers were diffused ahd classified accord-
ing to their resulting sheet resistance. Those wafers whioh 
'l;'esulted in sheet resist.anoe between 50 Q/O and 150 n/q were 
. 
l'f(ade into solar cells using the convent.:;ional cell m&.king 
process ~ The electrical characteristics of these ce;Lls can also be seen in 
t 
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Dopant: 801arex 8::\-.).01 
D~ffusion: 950°C, 9 minutes 
',I 
S'urface : 
Ii' " 
Pillo~'led, 1-0-0 
Alnount 
.400 10K 
" 
.. 600 3K 585 
.-:". 
Dopant: Solarex \~X-10l 
Diffusion: 950°C, 9 minu~es 
Surface:, Textured, 1-0-0 
Amount ru?M 
.700 580 
12 ",-,., 
.700 
10K 
3K 590 -I-: 2 
TABLE 3.1 
\ 
ISC rnA 
(2' x' '20m) 
98 ~,1 
99 
Iso 
(2x 2cm) 
125 ± 2~, 
G 
0 
t~ (( 
}1( 
powermaX roW 
(AMl.). 
42 + 1 
44 + .5 
PO\'1er
max 
roW 
(AM1) 
54 + 1 
56 + 2 
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Table 3.1. Peak pm"er from these cells compare very favorably 
\';'it11 other cells '''hieh utilize a more commonly used doping 
method. It can be deduced, therefore, that dopant, quantity 
i,s not critical as lonw as -the entire ,Ylafer is coated. 
" 
Another rneasuremerit. performed was the quantum yield of 
4" diameter cells.. The quantum y'ield measurement is the ratio. 
of charge carriers genera'ted in the eJlCternal circuit to the 
nurnber6£'photons absorbed. It is measured by illuminating 
the cell ,'lith spectrally narrm., light.. By knowing the wave-
length and the intenlsi ty, the nUmber of incident photons per 
second can be derived" This value is compared to the nutttber 
of generated charge carriers per second, which is directly 
prQPortional to the short circuit current. The ratio of in-
corning photons to short circuit current,generated must be 
corrected for reflection losses. The curve, presented in 
]'igure 3.1 .. takes this correction into account. 
The spectral response of textured cells with junctions 
formed by spin-on dopants compares well 'i .. ;ri th textured cells 
whose junctions are are formed by gaseous diffusion. 
In summary, our techn.ique for junction formation has 
, 
provided good results which are comparable to the more cornmqn-
d 'ff ' es In ad~'dition, this technique pre-ly used 1 US10n process . 
sents no compatibility problems between process steps, and 
has a high rate of reproducibility. In other words, it lends 
itself well to an automated sequence. 
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4. Cleaning - Post Diffusion Etch 
!n preparation for the metallization step the surface of 
the wafers must be et<1hed to remove oxid@;s and residual dopant 
material. As the wafers leave thE}; jhn~tion formation stages 
they have uneven surfaces, surplus aluminum powderC" and other 
contaminates which must be removed. This is accomplished by 
~, 
exposing the wafers to a dilute bath Qf hydrofluoric acid in 
which the critical parameter is bath duration. 
The process'sequence consists of loading the wafers into 
a fluoroplastic holder and immersing them in 10:1 HF solution 
. 
at room temperature for 1 minute. Due to the effervescent 
reaction bet''leen aluminum and HF no mechanical scrubbing is 
required .. 
Some of the preliminary work done \>7i th this, process \-Tas 
directed tow'ards finding the right combination of parameters 
to clean the \'lafers until they became ,hydrophobic. As a resul.t, 
a large number of experiments ,-vere performed in 'iV'hich diffu-
sian temperatures, HF bath concentrations, anq. bath dura-cion 
were varied. The findings are summarized in Table 4.1 for the 
SX-10l dopant only. !t .has since been determined t.hat there 
is no need for the wafers to be hydrophobic. ~fficient cells 
can be made 't'1i th only a moderate cleaning. 
This process step can be readily carried out in an effi-
cient automated manner. As. in surface preparation, ~achinery 
is available \lThich passes loaded ,V'afers through liquid etch 
16 
.. 
DIFFUSION SOURCE REMOVAL 
:Pillowed Surface 
Diffusion Diffusion Time in . Time in Scrubbing 
Source TemEerature aC 20:1 HF .1.0 :1 HF Reguired? 
SX··lOl 850 20 . 0 Yes mJ.n. 
SX-I0l 900 3p J, min. 0 Yes 
SX-I01 950 30 min. 5 min Yes 
SX-IOI 1000 30 min. 0 Yes 
SX-I01 1050 40 min •. 0 Yes 
'I 
1 
'I 
I 
Textured Surface I t 
1 
Diffusion Diffusion Time in 'rime in Scrubbing 
Source Temperature °C 20:1 'HF 10:1 HF Requil::ed? 
.;'1.; 
., 
SX-I01 850 0 30 min~ Yes 
" ~ , I ' i SX-IOI 900 a 30 min. Yes 
SX-I0l 950 0 3() min. Yes .: 
,) 
l' 
SX-101 1000 a 30 m.i.n. Yes 
'1. 
SX-101 1050 0 30 min. Yes 
'1 
, 
--
--.-
~ t 
TABLE 4.1 
, 
, . '~ __ , .l:):;~ 
Ci' o 
" -;;''''''-.:=r---::..:.:..~'-:,",~ '..-,r:.J;<;-.;-:':-~--:~,;!'.~~~::"_'::::::'::::';::::;:'~':';;'H~ : '-:::;:"~'::::~::':-";"' 
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stations, rinses, dries and places the wafers on belts. One 
crucial parameter of the belt transpor~ system is to assure 
that all wafers leaving the etch station are facing upward 
• in preparation for the metallization step. The belt wi~l 
~ ~ Ii' , 
include, at the end of the process, a simple base system to 
optically identjfy the front or back of the cell and correct 
its position if necessary_ This process is also very cost 
effective, where the total cost for this step is estimated 
to be about O.26¢ per wafer; the major cost being the acid. 
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5. Metalliza'tion 
After formation of the junction of a s,olar cell, both 
the active surface and the back surface of the cell reqqires 
a conductive material to collect an~ transport the cell cur-
rent to the external load. ...II • This is cust,omarJ.ly accomplished 
by metallizing the surface of the cell with thin metallic 
fingers so that they do not cover or shade 'too Inuch. of the 
cell. Usually a separate operation is required for the back 
metallization. Various schemes exist within the industry to 
accomplish this. 
To follow the proj~ct philosophy, an innovative tech-
nology is required to produce front contacts in a cost effec-
tive and automated fashion. All forms. of metallization through 
the use of vacuum deposition do not seem suitable for large 
scale production. This technique, though excellent for produc-
ing fine line patterns, is a batch type and time consuming 
process that requi.res large capital investment. Solarex ' s 
metallization technique is inherently low in cost and can be 
easily adapted to an automated sequence. It consists basically 
of three process steps: 1) negative silk screening, 2) electro-
less nickel plating, and 3) solder dipping. An added benefit 
of this process is that the back is metallized siroul taneously 
with no added effort. 
A description of the entire process will be reviewed in 
this section followed by a descriptiun of the verification 
. 
work that ha~ been done to prove the suitability of the process. 
I 
I 
t',' 
o 
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" 
('I) 
Hetallization begins by employing 
I 'I 
the scre~n pr!"rting 
technique ~iiith a slight mOdif±cation. Sc,reen printiV~",_:s a 
very attraf/ti ve method of masking p:cior to metalliZU;~ ~olar 
cells in a high production environment. Ther~ ,is no ~~ed fo~ 
vacuum systems or !large capital investment. The proposed 
process, involves printing a "negative" of the metallizatiorL 
pattern directly onto the surface of the wafer.. 'In this 
way, the use of expensi'V'e metal based' inks can be avoided. 
Polyurethw."e, a very inexpensive resist, is used to cover 
all t.hoSe areas of the wafer which are not to be metallized. 
, 
The grid lines of bare silicon are then left expo§J~dc"'io 
/ 
be nickel plated. It is expected that this process can 
be easily ada~~ed to an automated line. A screen print machine 
/' 
can acco:rnrnod'&i.te hine 4" cells each cycle- ,A cycle can be 
accomplished in fqur seconds which includes one second :fier 
printing and three seconds for lo~ding and unloading. 
The wafers are then exposed to an electrol~ss plating 
solution which establishes the metal to silicon in~er-
face. A nickel solution, composed of nickel chlorid~, ancl 
sodium hypophosphite is'kept agitated and at·a tempe:l:'ature 
. ,'I 
of 90°C. The cells are dipped'in this solution for 6 
minutes. The nickel will adhere to the exposed bare 
silicon and form an ohmic -contact. The cells emerge from 
this bath with thin coating of 'nickel in the desired fi~ger 
1 r,,~ 
,\ 
,j 
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, . 
, .' 
pattern. Once dry, the polymer applied during silk 
screening is dissolved in an organic washing agent 
leaving oniy the nickel line pattern. 
This electroless nickel system has a few advan-
tages over other plating techniques, the most not/3,,,c;>rthy 
of these be:i.ng that it does not use el .. ectrodes. contact 
plating replaces the outside source' of current wi,th an 
internal galvanic couple, ,.,hich' provides the required 
flot-T of electrons. III electroless plating a chemical 
reducing agent is used to deposit the metal rather than 
an electric current. In additiqn, e~ectrolass nickel 
deposits are harder and more abrasion-resistant than 
. 
electrolytically deposited. nickel. Deposit unifornlity 
is also very good especially into recesses v such as 
a textured surface. A graph of the effect ,of t:emperature 
on plating rate is presented in Figure .5.1 At our platinq 
t~mperature of 90°C C+ SoC, - O~C) the rate of plating is 
increasing exponentially. 
Once plated, the wafers are sintered, as will be dis-
cussed later, then the circumferences of the wafers are 
ground to eliminate any short circuit between the positive 
a~d negative terminals. During metallization, the metal 
on the back contact will overlap onto the front portion of 
the cell and causes an electrical short between front and 
back. This is illustrated in Figure 5 .. 2 where the circled 
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E~FECT OF TEMPERATURE ON PLA~ING RATE, 
ELECTROLESS NICKEL 
20 40 . 60 80 100 
Temperature °C 
FIGURE 5.1 
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" 
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•• 
region depicts .f-.he shorted section.. The elimination of 
i' 
the short is ad9Gm~ished by grinding do\'/n the metal 
and silicon to the do·t.ted line in the figure ,.,hich corres-
.. 
ponds to about two thousanthlS of an inch. 
FRONT CONTACT 
..-r-----,BPCK CONTACT 
N-TYPE. ---4-t I p- TYPE I. 
Figure 5.2 . (Not to SCfJ.) c) 
Edge removal can be carried out by means of an etch-
i.ng process. We propose to use automa.t:.j~:;i equipment to 
" 
load wafers on a vacuum chuck and spin ~hile an·abrasive 
tool grinds off the necessary cell material. The operG.-
tion can be done at a rate of about one \V'afer per second. 
Verification work is not required due to previous experience 
\V'i th this process. at Sola,rex.. Adaptation to an automated 
Emvir01~ment is considered very h~gh without foreseeahie 
., 
barriers. The process uses a negligible amount of abrasive 
materi'al, making it highly cost effective, 
iR! " 
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The final step in the metallization process is 
solder coating of the cells. Solder is used to increase 
line thickness and thereby improving conduction of curt'ent. 1\ ... 
The process c~nsists of moving the so:ar cell through a 
/1 
~tanding wa~ of solder in a wave solder machine. The 
solder wilJ/ only adhere to the nickel plated fingers 
II 
.. \ 
and back',j¢ontact, leaving the bare silicon expOs'/:fd--;, 
'/ ", 
The I,', procedure for correct solder dipping consists of 
first pas~ing the wafer through a flux solution and drying 
it. The meltecl solder is held approximately 262°C which is 
38 Q C above liquidus. The ''lafers are slowly dipped into the" 
flowing solder bath and removed quickly to avoid excessive 
Zecp;i 
nickel sintering. The solder composition found to be most 
effective consisted of 63% tin arid 37% lead at 262°C ± 4.5°C~ 
The cells have domonstrated acute line definition with con-
sis;tently even surfaces on ·the front and back contacts • 
In order to produc~ evenly coatee surfaces and pro-
vide good electrical conductivity, various parruneters . 
should be controlled. The temperature at which the solder 
is held or its wetness property is impoll!tant to proper 
co~ting of the cell.. In addition, the solder m:p.st be 
const~n'l::.ly circulated in order to inhihi.t oxide formation 
on the surfClce of the solder bath. A wave solder machin:a 
, will circulat~ the solder f~bm the bottom to the,top 
/, 
. I ' 
through/a central tube. It is' into this tube that the 
celLs are , dipped assuring a clean coating'prbcess. 
-
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Verification of! Metalliza'!:..ion 
A large amount of work has been performed o~ the 
verification of the proposed metallization techn~que • 
.. 
The critical parameters of each substephave been care-
fully r.evie\ved and a series of verification experiments 
has been designed for each. The result c.f this work is 
presented in this sectioit~, 
Silk Printing 
" 
Silk printing technology is well known throughout 
the semiconductor industry and therefore has required 
little adaptation for coating solar cells. Polyurethane 
varnish combined with titanium dioxide powder has been 
identified as a good ink for negative silk printing~ 
It is' the only substance tried which yielded good line 
definition and adequate resistance to the nickel bath. 
The thixotropic nature of the resist w(.)rkswell with 
large screen sizes in the order of 100 squares per inch • 
. In addition, polyurethane holds up to th!ib nickel plating 
solution yet is easily rel'lIoved with organic solvents. 
'1 
Work with dlfferent mask designs has shown that simpler 
patterns and thicker lines yield a much greater percentage 
of reproducibility. Either polyester or stainless steel 
screens are adequate to produce the line resolution, nec~ssary. 
It has been found that the stainless steel screens are more 
durable for automation" but the polyester is more readily 
t~· • 
available'for experimentation. 
1 
~ .' 
. , 
l 
1 
5.1.2 
o 
" 
When the ''lafillrs errergo from tJ'lO olQcl;.l:oloss nickcl plating solution, 
'hhoy must ba sin.te:r.ad to assure permanent contact adhesion. 
~ . 
E:x:periment:s have baen conduct::ed in ''1hich the solid s'tate 
diffusion of nickel into silicon has been meas\lred -eo 
)! 'j') 
determine 'that point at ''1hich adhesion is assured. Nj.cJ~el 
crea:t::cs electronic st.,'cas deep \.,i thin the bandga.p i,; that 
/)1 
enha.nce recol'tlbinc:rt:ion:~ If such ele.ct:ronic states become 
" prevalent. 'o.fj.thin the junction region, cell performance is 
degraded. :brf ~e other hand , i,t is advantageous to create 
such statel"; in the silicon immediately adjacent to the 
metal con'liacts to preven'c a schottky barl.-ier that:. 10\\1'ers 
'I 
the photo,\mlta9'e~ 
ThE:{ 'I::ypical chemical reaa'l:.ion of elGc'r..rol,(~or,) l'd.ckel 
pla'ci:r1g;, is :; 
'J.'he l'I,lain reaction caused by 'che red\lCing ngen't is n h~i~r;i.de 
ion,£o:rmed by catalytic decomposition of tllhehYPOp.hos~hi'l~e 
,', ioh ~ .hddi tiona! chemicals are added to emhan.be n:i.cki~l;~ 
ndhiasion, and to increase plating speeds.' ,\Th\~ mostff"effe:et:ive, 
pJ.<?rt::i.ng' sol tl.tion found is pl:'od'l.\ced by J.. E., Halma C~Jl:'.J?~nY / 
O};~39 ..... 5001.1-71) in \'1hich the telUpel:'at'l.1.re, rol,d pH al:'e $~lf:(, 
~ ~J 
retgula;l:.ing_ A pU 01. 8.0 - 8.2 'is reach~,d tl~l:ough the 
at;1Cii'cion of ammonitun bydro:x:ide mid a propert.C111pe:r:a'cu:qil 
of ahO\'lt. 90 ll e lRUSt. be maintained st.') as t.o minimize evaporation 
, 
elf the ammonia. 
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In view of 't.he advan'tages of nickel sintex::i,ng; 
1) elimination of: i the Schottky barrier, and 2) adhesion 
enhancement, the' parameters that govern successful 
plating ~ust be determined. Diffusion CClcn be ef,fectively 
regulated by temperature and exposure time. The objective 
is to determine the sintering time and temperature at 
II 
which the nickel will firmly adhere to the silicon 
. , 
I 
but not diffuse to the junction depth .. 
A seriel; of experiments have been' perform~~l to 
quantify the diffusion rate of nickel into silicon. The 
reverse leq,kage current at 300 mV on an unilluminated 
2cm x 2cm cell was used as a measure of nickel's effect 
on the ju.l'lctio;n. The ''lafers were coated entirely in a: .. 'l 
electroless nickel bath and then were alternately s.intered 
and measured using several. sintering temperatures i. This 
technique can measure effects that w0ul~ ~aiely be noticed 
with light measurements. 
"The results of 'the sintering experiments performed 
at Solarex are smnmarized in Figure 5~1.2.l. Nickel diffusion 
I 
becomes moder~tely paced around 350°C. At this temperature 
the forward leakage current increases bY'a factor of 
i 
about three after three minutes indicating that c~ll per-
formance has been degraded by about 30%. It can also 
be seen that at lower b3mperatures (200°C 300°C) the 
forward leakage current reaches what seems to be a plateau 
'-o 
I 
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NICKEL SINTERING 
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where no further damage to' the j unct,ion is done. This 
is most. apparent 'N'hen vIe sl.ntered close to t11,e solder 
dipping t~mperature of 250°C with little observable 
deleterious effect even after twa hours of exposure. 
This seems.. to be the highest temperature.that will not:. 
significantly affect the cell. At 250°C the leakage 
current is about 1 rnA/cm3 which corresponds to a 3,to 5% 
-....;.(~-;-
degradat~.on. Figure 5.1.2.2 displays a semi-log plot of the 
activation energy of the leakage current taken after two 
minutes. The activation energy of 1.3eV indicates that 
at high temperatures the forward leakage current will 
increase very rapidly, whereas/at the lower temperatures 
the graph tends to level out. 
li, 
;I 
The silicon/nickel interface has also been studied 
optically. This was done in ol~de:t' to determine 1,I,ll1a t method 
of diffusion occurs ~uch as spiking or motion along dis-
locations, for example. Small sections of solar cells were 
embedded ~;n plas,t:ic and sectioned at 30 from the surface 
plane. In this wa~, shallow features can be stretched so 
that a depth of one micrometer appears on the surface with 
a width of 19 midrome'l:ers ~ Pictures were take.n of the 
samples at three magnifications shown in Figures 5.1.2.3, 
(\ 
5.1 .. 2.4, and 5,1.2~5. Due to the low magnifications of these 
pictures (118X) we ,,,ere nO,t expecting to see the nickel 
diffusing through the junction~ The pictures did 
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SEMI-LOG PLOT OF ACTIVATION ENERGY 
(@ 2 min.) 
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Figure 1.2.3 
Nickel COntact Sjntered at 350°C, 1 minute, 30X 
Figure 5.1.2.4 1' ---
\ -
Nickel Contact Sintered at 350°C, 1 minute, 59X 
. . 
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Figure 5.1.2.5 
Nickel Sintered at 350°C, 1 minute, ll8X 
Key to regions in pictures 
a) Plastic used for imbedding sample 
b) Silicon surface exposed through torn plastic. 
("pillowed" byalkdline etch) 
c) Nickel surface 
d) Angle lapped nickel ' 
) Angle lapped silicon 
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(J 
reve~l that there was no spiking although the exact 
• II (I 
method of diffusion is not readi~y apparent. 
5.1.3 Contact Adhesion 
Even though the process of metalli~ing solar cells 
<I in an automated fashion .has been .successfully developed 
it is necessary to study the contact stre~gth of the 
'metal"<-t;C) sili'con interface. A solar panel experiences 
,-:.,,,!::::::::/ 
stresses caused by te~erature variation and mechani.cal 
-
loading dlil)e to wind forces$ It is essential, therefore, 
that the metallized cOntacts have enQugh strength i,.6 
withstand thesaforces. Fox: this reason pull strength 
tests have been developed ~o accurately measure and 
study the adhesion properties of the contacts. This 
section will present the results of tests performed at 
Solarex and their significance to panel lifetime. 
Table 5.1.3.1 presents the results of pull strength tests 
performed in accordance with ~e Air Force specifications 
for space cells (MIL-C-83443A). The specifications 
state':: that: at a 45 0 pull angle the minimum passing 
requirement is 250 grams. It can be seen from the table 
that the mean str~ngth obtained for our cells (1163 grams) 
)r," 
I 
exceeds the Air Fprce st~dards by about a factor of 
five. 
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SAMPLE # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
... 
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PULL STRE~,GTH OF WAVE SOLDERED CELLS 
AT 45° 
PULL STRENGTH (grams.l 
1274 
1415 
1387 
1415 
905 
1415 
1174 
1104 
849 
1330 
849 
1132 
1302 
1358 
905 
1188 
1132 
1358 
1018 MEAN PULI, STRENGTH ~ 
933 
1387 1163 grams 
1245 
679 
1019 
1302 
TABLE 5.1.3.1 
. j 
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Another set of pull strength tests (Table 5.1.3.2)was 
performed in which the tabs were pulled at 90°. This 
pull angle conforms to the JPL specification for flat 
plate panels. ~he mean pull strength of these cells, 
285 grams, easily satisfies the 225 gram JPL passing re-
quirement. 
The joint failure for both sets of tests was most 
often the silicon itself and not the metal to metal 
interface nor the metal to silicon interface. In t.he 
proposedthre~step metall~za~~on proc~ss there are 
two inter:eaces ·formeq.,.the silicon/nickel and the nickel/ 
solder. The failure of tabs pulled OCc~l7'.:ed deep ~.,ithin 
the silicon forming craters,in the surface. This, once 
again, demonstrates the excellent adhesion properties 
achieved with this techniq1.J.e .• 
In addition to the pull strength tests, the cells 
were subjected to humidity tests. The tests lasted one 
month at 90% relative humidity and at 72°C. The cells 
were tested every few days; no deg.radation was detected 
over ~~e entire duration of the test. 
All of the tests performed on contact adhesion clearly 
indicated that our proposed metallization technique ~an 
withstand harsh environme~tal conditions. 
, 
,1 
I 
) 
SAl>lPLE # 
12 
8 
88 
10 
15 
14 
13 
25 
19 
20 
24 
!V'l!VE SOLDERED (grams) 
799 
39'7 
170 
227 
198 
17 
85 
284 
510 
255 
198 
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VACUU:'1 ( grams) 
SAMPLE '#. HETALLIZATION (Ti-Ag) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
317 
340 
416 
408 
264 
378 
<. 
316 
338 
354 
370 
374 
MEAN PULL S'rRENGTH MEAN PULL STRENG'j'}i 
• ..... '·_ .. l ... l1~ ____ -'--_ ..... 
" 
285 352 
T_~BLE 5. 1 • 3 • 2 
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5.1.4 eEeet Resistance and Shadowing 
There are three major, unavoidable sources of power loss 
that are influenced by the metallization geometry. These are: 
2) the voltage drop across the conducting lines of the 
pa'ttern, 
2) the voltage drop across the thin di~fused region, and 
3) shadowing, sincet..ne metal lines are opaque 
These los'ses are ;i.nherent in any solar cell configurat,ion and 
none can be eliminated without increasing the others. 
Using a simple pattern, as .shm'ffi in Figure 5.1.4.1 a 
mathematical equation for power loss due to metal coverage can. 
be derived. From the equations the ideal line width and 
spacing' between lines can be derived. This in turn indicates 
the printing resolution required and the amount of power loss 
that is unavoidable. 
The 'calculations are based on a 10.16 cm (4 inch) diameter 
cell ~d th a c~n:tral buss and a Uniform set of: lines perpen-
dicular to the central buss. The cent~'al buss will be fixed 
at a \'lidth of 2 null., which gives 2 % shad\;)~\l'i~g atll,d, a ;l1egligible 
series resistance. The variables \"ill. b~ the li~t~ width, w, 
and the distance between lines, z, (see Figure 5.1 .. 4.2) .. 
The voltage drop Que to line resistance oan b~J calculatec. 
using the formula R = P ~. The, resistance, R, is the 
product of the solder resistivity., p, {IS ~ 10-6 f2-cm} times 
the length of the current path, L divided by the cross sectional 
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area, A. If the line width is increased, the height will also 
increase due to the solder meniscus formed during the dipping 
process. To represent this phenomenon the cross-section is 
, 
approximated by a square. 
The voltage drop in the line, is the resistance multiplied 
by the current. The current, in turn, is the product of the 
area surrounding the line, 5.08 x z, times the current genera-
t:ion density, about 0.032 A/cm2 • The resistance depends on 
the length of the current path. Since current generated near 
the central buss will flow u shorter distance through the line 
than current generated near the cell edge. the length of the 
~urrent path is not a fixed number. T.o a good approximation, 
however, the line length can be taken as a final number, 2.54cm, 
the distance from the central buss to the midpoint. From the 
above considerations we can wri t('~ the equation for. vol t.aSf0 drop 
in the line, 'calling it VL, as follows. 
VL = (0.032 x 5.08 ~~ 2.54 x z)/w2 
The voltage drop due to sheet resistance will now be 
derived. A sheet resistance of 100 ohms per square will be 
used since this is the center of the range of sheet resistance 
that is· correlated with good junctions. The area from which 
cllrrent flows into a line can be. divided into parallel squares 
of area (z/2) 2. The average current will act~lally travel 
o 
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)Ullf 'ehe lOl'lg'l:h of the S<;rlUl:re so the rosis'l:nn1cc \'11;1.11 be, 
!taken c\S 50 ohms. The vol tugQ drop in t~hc (1;i.f:~\lsetl sheet:, 
'I 
! call(i~d VS f can b~ written as: 
I 
I .. 
1 
'! 
'l'h~ f:r:ac'cionai po\V'e:r;- loss due t.o both vol'tage d:t:Ops cant 
there·fo;t:'e he "\'1ri'tten as = 
(VI. + VS) /0 .. ~LS 
,,,here 450 mV is the \lsual ope:t:'at:,lng voltal~e ~l't the peak 
pO\\ler point .. 
The curren'b reduction rost\l't:il'l.g' from shado\'ling by the 
perpendiculnr lj.~·H~s can be \\lr;.i,t'l~~Xl ~lS ""\l/z.. Th:i.s ntim.lll1E\S 
tha'c the initial effieienc.y includes the oentral b\"l.sS 
shadowing~ 
Figure 5 .. 1 .. 4 .. 3 is based on i.1. sheet resis,tnncc of 100 oh .. ~s 
per SCJua.re., the cent.er of the ran.ge of the sheet resistance 
tha't is cor;related. with good j\'lTlct.ions.. It cnn bo seen. f~om 
this graph tht)."best possibie final officiency is 13 .. 4%. Tnt} 
J.nun~d:tate que$i:ion is whetbeY" ~tt .. ,,,ould. be WOl.~th generat:i.'ng .; 
. . 
lower sheet: resistap.ce in o:rd~t t(~ reduce the nu.mbe~ of l;i"nes ' 
. i\ , 
per ceiit;i,fued:er. Figure 5 .l~ 4.4 h,ased on SO ohms per s'lu('.u:e r 
il'ldicat.es that: a sligh'l=. ;improvement! can be ob'tnined.. Alloth~r 
trade-off occurs in c::l,Elciding betw€len the 1i11e ,,,idthand 'the 
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desired cell efficiency by 0.5%, line width can be increased. 
by O.Olcm (3.9 mils) . Wider lines are desirable fo;l:' g;l:'eater' 
contact adhesion and ease of silk screening. In anycase~ 
the computer indicated that the ideal line \.,idth, for 100 n/ a 
sheet resistance, is about 0.0027" - 0.0035". For 50 0/0 
sheet resistance lines should be as wide as 0.0094", to obtain 
13% efficiency. In either situation th'e resolution indicated 
is achievaBle with screen printing~ 
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Ii 
The campleted cells must be tested with respect to front ' 
cantact adhesian and electrical characteristics. ·An autamatic 
cell testing machine can be envisi.aned which performs these 
blO tests at a rate of 120 wafers per minute. Mechanical 
testing assures that the metal fingers of the cell adhere 
firmly and make ohmic cantact with the silican. Electrical 
testing determines the quality of the cell and also provides 
impartant informatian an the individual process steps during 
cell manufacture. The diade curv~, for example, is a sum of 
exponential factors t.hat indicate the quality of the bulk 
silicon, the defect density at the junction, and the recombina-
tion velacity of the charge carriers at the surface edge. 
These are all factars which directly relate to. variat.ians 
in parameters in the process steps af cell production. 
The testing pracedurecan be perfarmed autamatically with 
the aid of a minicamput~r. Th~ front cantact pattern can 
serve as a guide to. a laser scanner ar CCD optical matrix to 
align the cellon a metallic plate for testing. Adhesiqn will 
be checked by brushing with a camel nair brush an the front surface 
of the cell. The remaining cantact pattern can be identified: 
by means of aptical character recagnitian technology, similar 
to. the ane currently emplayed in supermarket checkouts using 
the unifarm product cade (UPC). Cells with a certain percentage 
of frant fingers missing will be ejected. Electrical testing can 
be perfarmed by utilizing the metallic plate to. contact the cell 
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IF 
back and by lowering an electrode onto the 
{I 
II } 
:l!r),.bnt 
/1 
near the cell edge. The cell 'I.'1ill be '"lttmf~ated ''lith con-
trolled intensity and a computer driven variable powel:' supply 
.. ~dJ.l measure its electrical response on an IV curve. 'Con-
\ 
tinual calibration procedures can be made an integral ~art 
q\f the computer program. Depending upon the cell's perfor-
ni~c;:e 'I.'lith respect to a pr,eset value, it will be passed Ipr 
removed from the production line. 
The automation of egg handling and mechanical watch 
assembly are examples which demonstrate that there are no 
physical limitations to testing delicate materials at a 
rate of 12.0 w'a£ers per minute. 
In a similar manner, machines can be developed to handlE.l 
and test solar cells. Precise positioning and delicate appli~ 
cation of contacting force are important factors ,\lhioh can 
be adj usted to insure accurate testing with. a mj,nimum of 
breakage. 
Current vs. vol~age curves were plotted for a cross 
section of solar cells produced under this contract. Over 
fifty cells were selected ranging from the fil:st batch t,o the 
last batch of c( - ~,s produced. A sample curve from the last 
batch is presented in Figure 6.1 whioh shows an 9.8 effi-
ciency cell (800 mW). The. cells tested ranged from 570 roW 
to 810 mW (7% to 10% effioient), and the short circuit current 
and open circuit v~ltage remained constant at about 2.1A and 
550 mW respectively. 
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Th f bl 1 · d' II t th t th . 1 ese aVora~ e resu ts ~n ~ca e a e potent~a 
for realizing the LSA project goals is very high. ,j Cells 
producing the stated efficiencies are fin excellent,base 
material for module fabrication. 
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7. Interconnection and Encapsulation 
The final phase of the automated assembly involves the 
fabrication of solar modules in a cost effective manner. In 
order to produce arrays which will withstand all environmental 
conditions, careful selection of process sequences and mat-
erials is required. Over its expected 20 year lifetime the 
panel will be subjected to varying temperat'lre cycles, humid-
ity, and rain, as well as hail and wind forces. Throughout 
all of these conditions the cells must be kept totally isolat>::d 
from moisture, yet remain flexible enough to allow for thermal 
expansions. In addition, the system of interconnection and 
encapsulation should readily interface with automated machinery. 
This section will describe the process which \<1e believe to have 
great potential. 
In order to meet its many requirements, the proper selec-
tion of superstrate must be an inexpensive material that. enon)':'ns 
environmental conditions for. years while retaining high trans-
mission properties. We have chosen glass as the superstrate 
because it is an abundant material \<Jhich serves both as an en-
capsulant and as a structural support. In addition, it re-' 
mains clear and can be ea$ily cleaned. 
The laminating materials were selected from a wide variety 
of candidates. An acrylic resin is used to secure the cells 
and allows solder reflow for interconnection purposes. A poly-
ester back sheet will seal off the panel efficiency due to its 
reflective properties. These materi~is were selected because 
they showed great'. promise of meeting these laminating require-
ments. 
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(':: 
The proposed panel building px)ocess begins by preparing 
'/::he superstrate, typically a 4 t. X 2') sheet of glass. The 
glass is ultra cleaned by immersing it in a weak hydrofl'Uoric 
acid bath. As part of the interconnection scheme, tabs are 
applied directly on the glass by me'anp of an arc-sprayer. The 
., II 
techniqu~ involves spraying two metals consecutively through 
a mask onto the glass~\ Aluminum is sprayed first 'because of 
its excellent adhesion properties to glass. Then copper is 
sprayed exactly over the aluminum to, aid in the electrical 
--:.)/ 
condurtion of the tab, and to make it solderable. Finally, the 
tab is tinned with solder in preparation for the solder reflew 
step. In the meantime, cells corning from the testing station 
are tabbed with strips of tabbing material on the back at a 
particular angle. This is done so that the cells which are 
positioned on the glass will all be mechan:i.cally inter(!C)nnected 
as shown in Figure 7~l~ Both the glass and th~ face of the 
cell are primed with an acrylic spray to ensure \~dhesion. '1'he 
acrylic laminate is applied and spread evenly over the surface 
of the glass. Before the panel can be assembled, however, 
the solvents in the acrylic resinnJust be driven out. This is 
. accomplished by a proces's we refer to as outgassing I whereby 
the acrylic coated glass is subjected to 170°C in an oven. 
'> 
The cells are then positioned;: 'fc,tce down on the glass, so that 
, the rrain buss bar of the cell covers hal;E of the arc-sprayed tab on the 
glass. A white polyester 'sheet is laid over the back of the panel and the 
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Arc Sprayed Contact Pattern On Glass, Enforced by Solder 
Cells positioned Face Down With Their Back Contact Tab 
Overlapping the Front Contact Pattern of Adjacent Cell. 
(Simolest conceptual arrangement) 
Figure 7.1 
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\'lhole system is pressed tog~ther and heated simultaneously. 
The solder on the cell and arc-sprayed tab wi,ll reflovl and 
" 
conn~ct to one anotheJ; as will the tabbing material on the 
back of the cell and the arc-sprayed tCl,b. In addition, any 
excess acrylic under the cell \'lill r flow towards the edge and 
seal off any, gaps formed between the polyester/cell/glass 
interface. Therefore, by pressing and heating 'the components 
together, the panel will be interconnectep. and sealed off 
in one step. 
7.1 Verification 
Verification work on this process has been divided into 
three major sections; 1) arc-spraying, 2) lamination and 
3) solder reflow. These will be J,Hscussed accordi~~g to thE~ 
order in which they occur in theproqess~ 
7.1.1 Arc-Spraying 
Arc-spraying tabs on glass was selected as part of the 
interconnection scheme because of its simplicity and adapta-
',)./ ' 
bility to automation. By arc-sp~aying tabs on gla~s, ~:>ne-: 
half 0;1: the hand operc';'lt;i,on of tabbing can be eliminated, which 
results in larqe cost savings. The process also has a high 
.. rate of reproducibility, yiel,ding -consistent patterns from 
" ... 
on~ glass sheet to another. 
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An arc-sprayer produces an electric arc between two 
electrodes through which metal wires are fed to"<1ards each 
other. The mol ten metal from 'the wires is sprayed for~.,ard 
with a high velocity. The hea:: and force of the spray 
depends on the distance between the nozzle and the receiving 
material, as well as the air pressure and arc-current. 
Table 7.l.l.i summarizes the results of spraying different 
metals. 
Material 
Aluminum 
Low Carbon Steel 
Aluminum/Bronze 
Nickel/ A1 u.min tun 
Copper 
Phosnho~/Bronze 
.. . 
" 
Solderable? 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
TABLE 7 .1.1. 1 
Adhesion to Glass 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Peels off with hard 
pressure 
Peels off vd .. th hard 
pressure 
Peels off with moderate 
pressure 
Peels off with hard 
pressure .. 
As mentioned earlie~the aluminum,exhibited e~celle~t adhesion 
/', . 
properties on glass. It is believed that a chemical reaction 
\ 
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OCCurs bet-ween the glass, 't'lhose major consti tuen t is silicon, 
....-...;; 
dioxide, and the aluminum,which bonds readily to oxygen. 
('., 
Also I aluminum, melt~ at the softening pc>int of g~,as's(' "'660 0 C) to 
(:,~;t ,I 
.copper, on the other hand., did not: adhere to glass yet 
solder' wets to it readily.' This three metal 'tab was, therefore, 
J? { 
developed to satisfy all of our paramet~r~. In sum, alun{~um 
adheres to glass, copper aaheres to aluminum, and solder wets 
" 
copper. This provides excellent adhesion and. conductivity 
properties. 
The adhesion, of the tal;> was pull-tested by solde:;:oing 
. " . 
tabbing mat~rial to i.t and't~E7ri pull'ing at a,4S o angl~. All of 
the tabs \~7ere, pulled away from the glass at about 200 grams 
force or higher, leaving conchoidal fractures in the'glass as 
can be seen in Figur~7.LI.l and 7.1.1.2. Can.,':! must be taken, 
.however, in the spraying process; t~. ensurt;? a strong ~nt~rfac~~ 
The copper must be sprayed lightly ~n the aluminum so tha~· 
the difference in thermal expansion between the two metals 
will not cause wa.rping of the tab off the glass. By adjusting 
the wire feed valve of the spray lead to a minimun setting, 
and spraying for only 2 to 3 seconds,the aro-sprayed tab will 
exhibit good adhesion properties. 
0, In summary, arc-spraying has been demonstrated as' a quick 
and reliable me'chod of adhering tabs onto glass.. This allows 
the inte;connection step to be integrated with the encapsulation 
step!with consid~rable savings in time and art assurance of uni-
formity. 
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7.1.2 ~amin~~ing 
A layer of clear plastie is applied between the cell and 
glass in o~der to assure good optical coupling and, "good ad-
"'" hesiop, yet allo~" enough flexj;~ility to absorb stre~s generated 
;.! 
by different tempera'bulie expansion rates between the cell and 
the glass. The choice of materials depends upon three para-
meters; 1) clarity and elasticity for the life of the panel, 
2) ease of application and ability to withstand high laminating 
teml?eratu...~s, and,·3) environmental isolation.. A diverse group 
of plastics have been tried with a variE;ty of curing procedures 
and application methods. A combination of two materials are 
being used to, provide maximum protection and cost effeqtiveness. 
A sllifu~ary of the work done on encapsulation materials and 
methods is pres en ted in Tabl.e 7.1. 2. 1. The firs t layer refers 
to that material which is between the cell and the glass, and 
the secon~ layer is considered the ,backing of the panel. Most 
of the laminating systems were cured i:{l a similar manner; that 
is, the materials applied to the superstrate and cell, and 
pressed to approximately 5 psi. They were then baked betwe(~n 
14QoC and 170°C for 1 to 2 hours. The only exception to this 
was. the layer of silicone on which the laminate was applied 
first, then put under 10 lbs. of pressure andal]owed to cure 
/. 
overnight.. The combination of acrylic spray, acrylic resin 
and polyester sheets seems to have the greatest promise of 
; 
satisfying our laminating requirements. 
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SUMMARY OF LAMINATION SYSTEMS 
FIRST LAYER SECOND LAYER RESULTS 
., 
\' 
Acrylic Spray .. Polyester Sheet Good Lamination 
Kleer Kote 6004 7.5 mils thick Adhesion to polyester is poor 
Adhesion to acrylU: to gl§-ss is 
Excellent ~ 
Ac:rylic Spray 3M FEK 244 Poor Lamination 
Kleer Kote 6004 Reflective Film AdhesiQn is good on all surfaces 
Mirrored surface was discolored 
FRK shrunk 
Acrylic Spray / Polyester Sheet Poor Lamination 
Kleer Kote 6004 LmlOOW Adhesion is excellent on; all surfaces 
-
-Acry.L~C Spray/ Polyester Sheet Good Laminat~on 
Acrylic Resin LmlOOW 4dhesibn is excellent ort all surfaces 
Acryloid B-7 
Eolyvinyl Pblyester Sheet- Good Lamination 
Butyral LmlOOW Adhesion to polyes,ter is poor 
PVB adhesion to glass is good . 
Ie: 
pol.yvinyl Polyester Sheet Good Lamination 
Butyral 7.5 mils thick Adhesion to'polyester is poor 
PVB adhesion to glass i3 good 
-Thin Layer of Polyester Sheet Good Lamination 
Silicon ' 7.5 mils thick Adhesion to polyester is poor 
- ------
TJ.'..3LE 7.1. 2 .1 
~".~. 
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COMHENTS 
Outgassing of acrylic 
No drifting Problem 
OUtgassing of acrylic is 
required 
~iade panel using a cell with 
exceptionally ·uneven back 
Ibst PlPmising CCX!binatiori I 
··outgassing of acrylic-is 
I required 
1 ~ cells rwst be secured 
1 to avoid drifting due to 
flCY.Mg of PVB I 
The' cells lllUSt be secured I 
to avoid drifting due to I 
fleming.of PVB , 
! 
Indefinite curing ti.Ire 
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This has been confirmed by a variety of veri fic8,:tio~)l 
experiments including corrosion studies, temperature cycling, 
humidity tests, and ultra-violet tests. A glass sheet with 
an arc-sprayed tab and the acrylic spray/resin combination 
was immersed in wat~r with a heavy concentration of salt 
and rust for two months. After the elapsed time, the tinned 
arc-sprayed tab showed no signs of corrosion. It is impor-
tant to -note that -this corrosion test wa,s done \-d th only 
the acrylic .protecting the ·t.ab. It is believed that with an 
additional polyester backing the tab would be· totally isolated 
from moisture, and thus the possibility of a corrosive reaction 
taking place would be very much reduced. 
Some sample panels were also temperature cycled between, 
-l5°C and 100°C with practically no warm up or cool down time. 
Each panel was cycled 15 times with 'tbe. t:ime bet,\'lcen 'Lempera-· 
ture ext:t:'em~s varyLT'lg from 1/2 minute to 2 hours. Minimum 
time ac extreme temperatures was 2 hours,while the maxim'am 
was 3 days; None of the panels with this particular combi-
nation of encapsulants showed signs of thermal shock or dis-
coloration. In addition, the adhesion between the glass, 
acrylic and polyester rema~ned excellent., A destructive test 
was performed on one of the panels so that an upper bound 
could be determined. At 120°C small bubbles were visible 
between the glass and cel~ and at-ISOaC the acrylic exhibited 
signs of yellowing., 
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The panels \,lere humidity cycled to determine their 
resista~ce to moisture. They were kept in the humidity 
chamber at 90% relative humidity-and 70°C for one week. 
Once agai,n, no adverse effects ~.-1ere observed. 
Finally, the panels were exposed to accelerated ultra-
violet light tests. The n.v. accelerator, shown below, 
consists of placing a sample of glass with encapsulant 2 1/4 
inches from a mercury vapor 200 watt lamp and air cooled 
from the back • 
. -, .. 
" / /w' ... .... 200 W 
M. v. Lamp Glass 
. (Low Iron)' 
Cooling Fan. 
The samples survived 200 hours of constant U.V. light with 
Ii ttle change in light transmission or appearance of the 
encapsulant material. 
In general, the sample panels showed little or no change 
after being exposed to U,V. radiation, humidity, temperature 
cycling, and corrosion tests', We feel that this lamination 
~ 
.; J sequence has great promise of effectively protecting the solar 
,; - ~ 
I.: % panel. 
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7.1.3 Solder Reflow 
The last important phase of .l.nterconnection and 
encapsulation occurs when the modules are assernbled¥ heated, 
and pressed together. The solder from the arc-sprayed tab 
and the sol,der from the main buss bar of the cell will re-
flow and intercon.nect \\rith one another. In addition, the . 
tabbing material on the back of the cell will connect with 
, the reflowing solder from the other half of the arc-sprayed 
tab. In this way, the entire panel will be interconnected 
and sealed in one step. The key to this operation is in 
the proper selection of solder and its corresponding melting 
temperature. The solder should reflow at, or just above the 
softening temperature of the encapsulant. Since 63/37 solder 
is used the reflow temperature is about 185°C. If the p~nel 
is heated much above this temperature, solder from the fingers 
of the cell will reflm.;r off. Another important~ fact.en: is the 
force with which the module is pressed. A pressure of 5 psi 
applied incrementally has been sufficient to achieve solder 
reflow and interconnection between the glass and the cell. 
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B. Economic Analysis 
The principle concern of this automation contract is to 
produce efficient solar modules in a low cost manner. It has 
A' 
already been shown that the cells produced, using this process, 
. , 
have a great potential of efficiently converting sunlight to 
electricity. This section will present a cost analysis which 
concludes that solar modules can be produced cost efficiently 
for 49.75¢ per wafer. This analysis is intended to show the 
main cost drives in the process and not to b~ a rigorous ac-
counting of every cost detail. 
The cost of each process will be detailed according to 
material, equipment god labor estimates~ Th€bulk silicon 
is assumed to cost 22¢ per -.;V'afer I the rest of material costs 
is based upon large volume purchase prices from respective 
manufacturers;. The equipment cost has been estimated b¥ two 
factors; first, by the cost of existing equipment and second, 
by the cost of fully automating that equipment. Since the 
process is fully automateq., labor ,·,ill be at a. minimum. 
The labor estimates are based upon th~ expected time of super-
vision and maintenance for each machine. The costs also 
reflect tnree shifts of operatoX's per day coveri~g b'1enty 
working hours .. 
All of the steps are designed FO process 120 wafers per 
minute, which is consistent 'with the 50MW\ a year :prqduction 
, 
goal. The number and si~e of machines has been designed to 
operate at this throughput rate. It is, therefore, very 
important that there be a constant flm'l of cells through each 
',I 
c' 
• 
/1 
step.:.> A delay in anYl,one section can adversely affect the 
entire production line. 
Finally, the cost analysis is based upon a price per 
,.,afer. At the conclusion of thir::; section there ~'lill 1;>,e 
a sur.unary \.,rhich ,,,ill translate this cost into dollars per 
watt. 
8.1 Surface Prep~ration 
The economic evaluation of surface preparation is based 
upon a well known and verified technique presently used at 
Solarex. The cost presented for materials~ represents the 
1\ 
prices that are currently paid or are expected to be paid:, 
based on large volume. 
The materials selected for this process have been ' 
i 
.. I 
specifically chosen because of i;'.hei:r: cost effectiveness and 
adaptability ,to an automated sequence. Sodium hydroxide is 
being'used vver an acid etch becau~e of substantial cost 
savings and the elimination of careful handling procedures. 
NaOH is estimated to cost 35¢/lb~ in laJ::'ge volume and 0.015 lb. 
per wafer is requirede This implies a cost of 0.53¢ per 
"vafer. Likewise, potassium hydroxide etch is ~n excellent 
method of producing a non-reflective surface as discussed in 
Section 2. The cost savings over the comparable AR coating 
is considerable when the cost of ;vacuum systems along ,.'lith 
the additional h~dling requirement.s are taken into account . 
. KOH is expected to cost 50¢/lb and 10.015 Ib!\ .... afer is needed, 
therefore; the.materials cost can be estimated at 0.75¢ per 
wafer. 
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~utomatic handling equipment for solar cell cassettes is 
already available. The work damage removal req~ires a 10 
minute resid~nt time and texturing can be accomplished in a 
15 minute etch. Nachinery can easily be envisioned which 
passes cassettes (holding 25 wafers each) thro}lgh an etch 
bath at a rate of 120 wafers per minute. This equipment 
including belt transport systems, etch baths, and rinsing 
stations is estimated to cost $200,000 and expected to operate 
for 5 years. This results in a cost of 0~08¢ pet wafer for 
all equipment. 
It is ,expected that onl~ one operator needs to be present 
to supervise the continuous flow of cassettes. Each operator 
will cost $20,000 a year in labox and overhead which sUggests 
a cost of 0.l2¢ per wafer. The process will be run continuous-
ly between three work shifts to fully utiliz<.~ the cap:!. t:ol cq\~;i,p ... 
ment. 
A summary of these costs is pres'ented in Table 8.1.1. 
Energy usage is covered by the labor overhead. 
8.2 ~tion Formation 
Junction formation can be divided into six major sub-
steps for the purpose of economic evaluation: 
I. Spin-on dopants 
2. Diffuse in belt furnace 
3. Etch 
4. Spray aluminum on back 
5. Alloy 
6. Post diffusion cleaning 
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The post diffusion cleaning step has been included in this 
section because its overall cost is minimal in .comp~:t'ison 
to other processes. The materials, equipment and labor will 
be identified for .each sub-step. 
L l1achinery can easily be envisioned \.,hich 't'lill' 
immerse an entire b.asket of wafers in dopant 
solution and spun for a moment to centrifugally 
.' , 
remove the excess liquid. In this ..... ,ay a very 
,;' 
high volume of ''lafers can be processed so the 
equipment cost is neglible. Anot~er'majo5 cost 
savll1gs can be realized by utilizLng the Sol~ex 
SX-10l dopant costing about 2 ¢ per ,.,afer. One 
, ~ , 
maintenance operator is also required. 
. ~ 
2. Diffusion can be accomplished in abel t. furnace 
with two heat zones;.. The cells are put indivi,-
dually on the belt and passed through an initial 
hot zone of 150°C and then through a 950°C zone 
for six minutes. Based upon the belt furnace at 
Solarex, which holds 12 ,.,afers in a 48" hot zone 
at one time, 100 units would be required to be 
consistent with the required 120 ,v-afers.:.per minute. 
, 
throug~pu~ rate. The cos~ for all of these units 
\-lOuld be $660,000,: calculated over a five year life 
time, res\~lting in a cost of ~25¢ per ,.;rafer. It is I 
estimated that one operator could supervise the 
entire diffusion station along ,.,i·ch support.ing 
maintenance personnel~ 
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3 r Oxides are formed on the ,.,afers during 
the diffusion process 'Nhich must be 
removed in an acid etch. This'can be 
4. 
.. 
accomplished by immersing wafer filled 
cassettes in a buffered hydrofluoric acid 
bath as in surface preparation. Only a 
fiv,e pli.nute resi'uent time: i.s'.'r~q\li;re4, h'o'wever, 
'as coropare'd ',to :a ,ifi'f:f:een 'minute .resip,e.nt, 
time for surface prepa~ation. The hydrofluoric 
acid cos~s 80¢ per pound and '0.0022 poUnds per 
wafer are required. This results in a material 
cost of 0.176¢ per wafer. The equipment cost 
is estimated at $50,000 for a five year"operating 
life or 0.02¢ per w~fer.' One person dedicating 
half of thei.:t:' time to super'V'isi11g' the pr~cess 
would be suf£ici~nt. 
The positive side of the wafers are sprayed with 
aluminum and ~ bonding agent in preparation for 
the back junction alloy. The process consists 
of passing the wafers under a spray nozzle on a 
belt transport system. The equipment cost for 
the whole proGess can be estimated at $50,000. 
This implies a cost of 0.02¢ per wafer over a· 
five year lifetime. The materials consist of 
aluminum pow'der at approximately o. 2gm!\"afer and 
a bonding agent: at approximately 4grn!\"afer. Alu-
minum costs about $17/kg and results in .34¢ per 
" 
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" 
''lafer. A greater proportion of bonding agent is 
./' 
used yet th~ cost per ''lafer amounts to only O.2¢. 
On a large scale production basis it is estimated 
< 0 
that one or two }nachines could accommodate 120 
wafers per minute and WOUld, require on.e operator 
to monitor the process along with maintenance 
personnel .. 
5. The alloying process completes the junction 
formation step by making an ohmic contact on the 
6. 
" 
.' 
back,of the cel),.. As;in the diffusiOn step (*2), 
a belt furnace with multiple hot zones w~ll be 
utilized. One hundred furnaces would be required 
to process 120 wafers per minute at a cost of 
about $660,OOO~ With a five year lifetime for 
each machine the cost results in .25¢ per wafer. 
There are no material requirements for this step 
and in an automated environment one operator and 
maintenance support would be s\~fficient .. 
After. completion of junction formation the ,.,rafers 
have residual oxides which must be cleaned for the 
metallization step.. As in the previous etching 
ba't:hs, a diluted hydrofl~:toric acid solution is used* 
Approximately lec of fresh solution is required 
per wafer at a cos~ of 80¢ per pounda This solution, 
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along with sUQsequent rinsing will cost O.18¢ p~r 
w'afer. 'the equipment necessary for wafer tral1,S-
pOl:'tat.ion bet''1een stations and handling ec;tuipm~nt 
at these station will cost about $50,000. A,mortizeq 
over a five year lifetime this resu~ts in O.02¢ 
per wafer. One operator supervising the process for 
only half of the time will be adequate. 
Table 8.2.1 s\lItUl\arizes the cost of the junction 
formation pl:'ocess~ 
8.3 Metallization 
At the onset of this contractual wprk the cost of 
metalliz<;ltion had the potential of being prohibitive. 
'J'hrough careful selecti.on of mah"i'·:i.al~ ~ncl mct.a13,iznt.\('l1 
techniques the proposed sequence is well within the budget 
of 50¢/wafe::. Prooesses such as negative, SCl:'een print.ing,and 
solder dipping have been instrumental in maintaining the cost 
low. 
Our proposed metallization tecmlique can be divided into 
four substeps for the purpose of economic evaluat.ion. 
1. Negative Screen Printing 
2. Electroless Nickel Plating 
3. Edge Removal 
4. Wave Soldering 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF JmlCTION FORMATION 
Substep 
l. 
3 
4 
4 
6 
l-:1aterials 
SX-lOl 
Hydrofluoric Acid 
"Aluminum Powder" 
Bonding Agent () 
Hydrofluoric Acid 
/) \\ (/ 
Equipment 
:Materials Total 
'All Wafer Transport 
2 Belt FUrnace 
3 E~.cl1 Bath 
4 Spra.y Gun 
5 Belt Furnace 
6 Etch, Bath 
Equipment Total 
Labor and Overhead 
All Maintenance 
2 
3 
4 
'S 
6 
Operator 
1/2 Operator 
Operator, 
Operator 
1/2 Operator 
1\ 
Labor and Overhead Total 
Process Total: 4.l2¢/wafer 
:;:f!J.~1)<'~~ 4"j 1~~'~) 
11 
(''';, 
2¢i'wafer 
O.1176¢/wafer 
O.34¢/wafer 
, 0.2 ¢/wafer 
o .18¢/\.,rafer 
2.9¢/wafer 
O.03¢/wafer 
0.25 ¢/wafer 
O.02¢/wafe.r 
O.02¢/wafer 
O.25¢/wafer 
O.02¢/\vafer 
O.59¢/waf~r 
o .15¢/\'lafer 
O.12¢/wafer 
\ 
O.06¢/~afer 
O.12¢/wafer 
O,~ 12 ¢ /wafer 
,\ 
O.06¢/wafer 
TABLE 8. 2 • I 
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This section wil.lsummarize the ma't.erials , equipment 
and labor requirements of the metallization process. 
'c 
1. By applying a negative image ~f the finge~ pattern 
on the wafer great cost savings have been achieved. 
The resist ink, composed of urethane and titanium 
dioxide, constitutes the major expense in the 
process. Four liters of resist can print 1,000 
wafers at a cQst of about 2¢ per wafe'r. A stainless 
steel screen and stencil '\V'ill cost about $50 each 
and last for at least 1,000 print cyc~es yielding 
a cost of O.8¢ per wafer. A screen printing machine 
capable of printing 60 w&fers per minute costs 
about $5,OOO~ Over a three year lifetime the cost 
of t\V'o machines \\TouJ,d bo $J 0,000 or O .. Ol¢ per ",afel', 
One operator would be required at all times to 
replace screens and to maintain close tolerances 
in printing. 
2. Electroless nickel plating can be carried out in a 
similar fashion to the etching steps. The nickel 
plating solution is the principle ingredient and 
costs about $1.20!liter. One liter will plate 250 
4 inch wafers yielding. 6~8¢ per wafer.. Once plating 
is accomplished, the resist ink is removed by 
immersing the wafer in an organic solvent. One 
,.. .. ~-~ ..... ,~ 
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gallon of resist remover can clean 2,000 
'" 
wafers which implies a cost of .. 35¢1,.,afer~ The 
" plating equipment could be a large ~ank with several 
.. 
hundred slots to accommodate the 't'lafers vertically. 
This relatively simple mechanism is estimated' to 
cost $50,000 and last over five years. This yields 
a ,cost ~f .02¢ per wafer. The sintering step' will 
assure a good nickel/silicon interface. There are 
various schemes which could be utilized includi~g 
(~ 
heat lamps or small belt ovens. The cost. is smali, 
" ,~~ comparison' to the other processes.bne oper~t9r, ".' 
would be required to mix chemicals and monitor the' 
pla'l:ing tank .. 
3.. The removal of one or two nlils of sil:i.con a:l:onnd the 
circumference of the wafer can be accomplished by 
mechanical grinding. A silicon or tungsten carbide 
bit can grind about 2,000 wafers before needing 
replacement. At $3 per bit the materials amount~ 
to .~5¢ per wafer. An automatic grinding machine 
can be compared in cost to an edge 1.eveling machine 
used on lenses which typically costs $10,000. Three 
maphines would be required "to maintain a 120 wafer per 
minute rate. This would·include cell placement, 
spinning, and removal alOng with bit;, changes and 
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-~/;. (( 
II 
maintenace. At $30,000 d;Ver a three year operating 
life, the cost o£l equipment would be • P2¢ per 't'lafer. 
While the machine can step through the grinding 
operation automatically, an operator ~~ould be required 
to maintain the machine and judge when grinding points 
need replacemen~~ 
4. The use o,f solder to metallize solar cells, as oppo-
sed to l?recious - ~etals ~ has allowed the process :1:.0 
remain'within the project goals. Yet ~9lder constitu-
tes the largest expense in the metallization process. 
Solder costs about 10.3¢/cc for 63-37 composition. 
Eacn 4 inch solar cell requires 0.48cc to coat both 
front and back assuming 20%' front coverage. There-
fore, the materials cost is 4.94¢ pc:n;; waf(:~:r. .. Wave 
solqering equipment presently exists that has the 
~apability of coating 120 wafers per minute. This 
machine is estimated to cost $40,000 and expected 
to operate over three years. This yields a cost of 
.03¢'per wafer for wave soldering equipment. One 
operator would be required to monitor the process. 
The costs for the four metallization 'substeps are 
summarized in Table 8.3.1. 
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ECONOHIC ANALYSIS OF NETl\.LLIZATION 
Substep .,i 
Haterials 
1. Resist Ink 
1. Screen and Stencil 
2. Plat.ing Solution 
2. Resj.st. Remover 
3. Grinding Bit 
4. Solder 
Naterials '.rotal 
Equipment 
1. Silk Screening 
2. Nickel Plater 
3. Edg~ GrinCier 
4. Wave Soldering 
Equipment Total 
Process Total: 
Table 8.3.1 
2¢/wafer 
, .. 
·0.8¢/wafer 
c. Ii 
0.48¢/wafer 
0.35¢/wafer 
9· 15¢/wafer 
4. 94¢/wafer 
8,,72 ¢ /wafer 
O.Ol¢/wafer 
0.02¢/wafer 
O.02¢/wafer 
O.03¢/waf~r 
O.08¢/wafer 
O. 12 ¢ /to1afer 
o .12¢!toJ'afer 
O.12¢/wafer 
\. 
O.12¢/wafer 
0.48¢/wafer 
9.28 ¢/\V'afer 
,t ~. n 
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8.4 Testing 
Automa'l:ic testing of both mechanical and electrical 
characteristics can be accomplished by qtilizing a mini-
computer and other nQndling equipment. A cell is posi-
tioned in a given: spot and a series of brushes will test 
for contact aclh,esion. The computer then drives a variable 
powe~ Uupply to obtain the cell I-V curve .. 
Microcircuits are con'tacted through small, closely 
spaced pads. Precise positioning and delicate application 
of contacting force is very important. An automatic cell 
testing machine will cost approximately ~lOO,OOO. A three 
year machine life implies a cost of .06¢ per wafer. One 
operator will be required to monitor th~~ process ~ Table 
8.4.1 presents a summary of testing costs. 
8.5 Interconnection and Encapsulation 
Panel fabrication has been designed to use readily 
available and inexpensive materials with a minimum of 
large equipment. The principle materials include glass, 
metals and plastics. The selection of glass is a good 
example of the philosophy with which this project was 
unde'rtaken. Glass as a superstrate material is one of 
the mosi;', cost effective materials for the production of 
solar panels. Not only does glass retain high transmission 
properties for an indefini'l:e amount of time but it serves 
as a structural support for the entire panel. In the past, 
Ii 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CELL TESTING 
Materials 
0.0 
Equipment 
Cell Tester 
Labor and Overhead 
Operator 
Proqess Total: 
TABLE 8.4.1 
0.0 
0.06¢/wafer 
0.12¢/wafer 
O.18¢/wafer 
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II 
panels have been supplied with frames, then mounted on 
addi ti~nal (I supporting ~truc~ures. This far exceeds the 
'~aximum requirements fo~ safety and support of solar 
~ -~oduies. Even more important, the additional cost of 
providing frames maintains the dollar per watt figurf) high. 
Future supporting structures should be designed to mee"!; 
only those requirements which assure proper stability. 
The solar panels will measure 2 feet by 4 'feet and 
contain 55 cells per panel. In order to be consistent 
with the 120 wafer per minute throughput rate, 2.J.8 panels 
per minute must be assembleg~ 
The L~terconnection and encapsulation technique can 
be divided into five sub-steps for the purpose of economic 
analysis. These are as follows: 
1. Arc-'spray tabs 
2. Laminate and outgas 
3. Solder tabs on cells 
4. Position cells and polyester sheet 
5. Reflow 
The materials, equipment, and labor will be identified for 
each sub-step alcng with their estimated costs. 
1. A glass sheet is positioned underneath the arc-
spray no:z:~de and a metal mask is lowered onto 
the glass. The mask contains 55 slots measuring 
1. 75" x 0.25" each. Aluminum is sprayed first 
to form a solid glass/metal interface. Each tab 
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contains about 4.8 x 10-4 lbs. of aluminum cost-
ing $2.40/lb., which amounts to O.ll¢ per Wa'tt. The 
glass is then passed to the next arc-sprayer which 
.. ' 
utilizes the same mask and sprays 1 .. 61 x 1.0-3 Ibs. 
of copper over the aluminum. At $2. 88/1b. for 
copper t.he cost results in 0.47¢ per wafer. The 
tabs are then tinned ,.,i th 8 .. 64 x 10-4 lbs. of 
solder at $l.OO/lb. yielding 0.09¢ per ''lafer. 
Each metal can be applied in approximately 20 
seconds for the 55 tabs on each panel. Two arc-
sprayers will cost approximately $100,000 and will 
operate 8 hours a day over a three year lifeti~e 
which implies a cost of 0.12¢ per wafer. In 
addition, it is expected that an operator will be 
required to monitor the continuous flow of. glass. 
2~ The proposed lamination sequence is a three step 
process consisting of application of t'tvO layers 
of acrylic and an outgassing step. A thin layer 
of acrylic (5 mils) is sprayed over the face of 
the cells, costing 0.23¢ per wafer. A layer of 
acrylic resin is then applied measuring 25 mils 
thick and costing 2.06¢ per wafer. In, order to 
drive all the solvents ,from the resin the panes of 
of glass are passed through an oven. 
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. In. order to accommodate 2.18 panels per minute 
the ovens should transport the panels in a 
vertical direction. In this ",ay 65 panels could 
be outgassed in each oven at anyone time. The 
cost of t"t'lO such ovens is estimated at $70,000 
amortized over three years re~ults in O.05¢ per 
wafer8 An operator will also be necessary to 
oversee. this process step. 
3. In order to facilitate the interconnection,'process 
tgbs are required on the back of each cell. The 
tabbing process will be accomplished through the 
use of automated soldering machinery. The only 
material used is a strip of tinned copper measuring 
~I} 
2 mils x 70 mils x 3 inches and we'i ghlng 1 c. )t 10 J.b~.~" 
Since the material costs $22.62/lb. the price per 
wafer i~ 0~23¢. A f 1l1ly automated tabbi~g machine 
capable of tabbing 120 wafers per minute is estimated 
to cost $60,000. Calculated over a five year lifetime 
this amounts to 0.02¢ "Osr wafer. One operator will 
be necessary to monitor the process. 
4. The tabbed cells must now be· posi,tioned properly such 
that the cenl:ral buss l;>ar of the cells is directly 
'above thearc·-sprayed tab on the. glass. The tab on 
'1;he back ,of the cell must also be positioned so that 
H: contacts the adjacent tab. A polyester sheet 
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covering the entire panel (8 sq., ft.) is layed over 
the cells to serve as a b~cking for the panel. 
Polyester costs $0.127/sq. ft. which yields a cost 
of 1.85¢ per ,,,afer. The cost of the equipment 
required to carry out this process is seen as being 
negligible as compared to other equipment costs in 
this process. In addition, it is predicted that no 
operators will be needed. 
5. The combination of glass, acrylic, solar cells, and 
polyester will be put into a lamination press. This 
will accomplish two operations simultaneously, 
1) interconnect and,2) laminate the entire panel. 
By applying heat and pressure the solder will :t;'eflow 
thus connecti~g the buss bar and tab together.. Lami-
nating presses are available that can reflow five 
modules simultaneously at a rate of 20 per hour. 
Seven machines '''ill be required to accommodate 2.18 
panels per minute at a cost of $30,000 each. This 
yields 0.14¢ per wafer over an expected three year 
lifetime. One operator will be required to load and 
unload panels. 
A summary of the cost ?rojections for this process is 
presented in Table 8.5.1. The overall cost of interconnection 
and encapsulation has been calculated to be 12.69¢ per wafer. 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSES OF INTERCONNECTION AND ENCAPSULATION 
substep 
Naterials 
1. Glass 6.84¢/\'Tafer 
1. Spray Al O.ll¢/wafer 
l~ SprGY CU O.47¢/wafer 
1. Solder O.09¢/wafer 
2. Acryl;i.c Sp:z;ay ~.23¢/wafer 
2. Acrylic Resin 2.06¢l,wafer 
3. Tabbing Material O.23¢/wafer 
4. Polyester Sheet 1. 85¢/wafer 
Materials Total 11.8S¢/wafer 
Equipment 
.,-
1 .. Arc-Sprayer O.1,2¢/wafer 
2. Oven O.05¢/wafer 
3 .. Tabbing Machine O.02¢/wafer 
5. Laminating Pr(~ss () < 14 <:/wafer 
Equipment Total O.33¢/w'afer 
Labor and Overhead 
1. Operator o .12¢/\vafer 
2. Operator O.12¢/wafer 
3. Operator O.12¢/wafer 
5. Operator O.12¢/wafer 
Labol.' and Overhead Total O.48¢/wafer 
Process Total: 12" 69¢/t"afer 
TABLE 8 • .5.1 
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8.6 Summary 
A summa,ry of the cost projections for the entire sequence 
is presented in Table 8.6.1. If the cost for the bulk silicon 
is assumed to be 22¢ per wafer then the proposed process 
amounts to 49.7S¢ per wafer,. Since the power output. of these 
modules was not known at the beginnihg of the project, one 
watt per wafer was assumed,. It has been determined that cells 
can already be produced wh.ich achieve 794 mW peak power,. 
This is 82% of the expected power (1 watt), therefore, 
th~ cost per watt is presently 62.67¢ per peak watt. Further-
more, we firmly believe that. this proceSs has the potential 
" 
of achieving 12% cells (1 peak watt) with additional optimi-
za-t:ion and large volume, production. At 12% efficiency the 
overall cost would be approximately SO¢ per peak watt. 
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SU~lAR~ OF THE COST ANALYSIS F.OR THE ENTIRE PROCESS 
'Bulk Silicon 
Surface Preparation 
Junction Formation 
Metallization 
'.restin,g 
Int,erconnection & 
Encapsulation . 
Overall Total: 
' .. 
. . 
22¢I\V'afer 
1. 48¢/''1a;e'er 
. 4 .12¢/wafer 
9. 28¢/wafer 
O .. 18¢/wafer 
12. 69¢/wafer 
49,. 75¢/wafer 
62 .. 67¢/peak watt 
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9. Conclusions 
, -
This report has described a series of process sequences 
which we believe have great potential for producing cost 
effective solar modules, in an automated fashion. Each of 
] 
\ 
I 
°i 
\ 
the process steps have been designed to readily int'erfac:.:e with t 
auto;frtated ma~hine:cy at minimal expense. By following the 
techniques described herein, we have produced 9.8% efficient 
solar cells~ Furthermore, the cost of automating this process 
has been es tima ted at 49. 75 ¢ per wafer·. 
The successful completion of the last phase of the program, 
interconnection and encapsulation, clearly demonstrates that 
our proposed sequence has the po'Cen'tial of meeting the project 
cost goals. Module fabrication represents the largest expense 
in the proce~s scheme (12.. 69¢/'\~afer), yet it is within the SO¢ 
per wafer boundary, In addition, this process can be made 
even less expensi.ve with additional developmental ef:forts. 
Continued cooperation between private industry and the g'Dvern-
ment can insure that the LSA goal of '?O¢ per peak watt can be 
realized before 1986. Solarex looks forward to interfacing 
with JPL in Phase 3 of this contract. 
10. Recommenoatiolls 
There are no specific recommendations at this time. 
11. Ne\V' Technology 
There is no new technology to be reported since the third 
quarter of this contract~ 
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